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On November i1,1997, at 1713 hours during testing of the liigh Pressure Core Spray System (llPCS)(*I1G')
the minimum flow valve was discovered to be closed while the pump was running. No other discharge path for
the pump was open at the time, Upon discovery of the closed valve condition, the operator took immediat:
action to open the minimum flow valve, and the test was completed. The llPCS minimum flow valve and the
llPCS system were declared inoperable,
llased on the initial investigation the most likely root cause for the initial minimum flow valve failure is
considered to be air in the flow transmitter sensing lines. The sensing line from the llPCS pipe to the flow
transmitter was vented at the high point vent. The llPCS pump was tested and no abnormalities noted. Low
pressure emergency core cooling systems and the reactor core isolation cooling system were verified to be
operable and capable of perfonning their safety function at the time of the event. This event has minimal safety
significance,
llPCS is a single train safety system, thus this condition is reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(D) as a
condition that could have prevented the fulfillment of a safety function of a system needed to mitigate the
consequence of an accident. The final root cause and corrective action for this event will be provided in a
supplement to this report.
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Reported Condition r

- On November 11,1997, at 1713 hours, with the reactor in Mode 1 (power operation), at 100% power, during
testing of the liigh Pressum Core Spray System (llPCS)(*BG') the minimum flow valve was discovered to be i

closed while the pump vsas running. Ne other discharge path for the pump was open at the time. Upon
discovery of the closed valve condition, the operator took immediate action to open the minimum flow valve,
and the test was completed. The llPCS minimum flow valve and the llPCS system were declared inoperable,
ilPCS is a single trr.in safety system, thus this condition is reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(D) as a
condition that cout.d have prevented the fulfillment of a safety function of a system needed to mitigate the
consequence of r.n accident.

Event Description ,

While performing the "IIPCS Quarterly Pump And Valve Operability Test" the operator is directed to change
the suction and discharge paths to facilitate the testing of the system and individual system components. The
minimum flow valve section of this procedure was completed satisfactorily which verified proper automatic and
manual operation of the minimum flow valve. Later in the procedure, the operator noticed the minimum flow
vcive was not open and the other discharge paths were closed. The valve should have been open due to low
flow and high pressure at this point of t - test. The operator took immediate action to open the mutimum flow
valve and the valve remained open. Th c.t was completed and ilPCS minimum flow valve and system were
declared inoperable. The applicable technical specification limiting condition for operation was entered.

Izvestigation and immediate Actions

Troubleshooting focused on the minimum flow valve logic including the pressure and flow inpuu. The pressure
instrument loop for the minimum flow valve was checked from the input to the trip unit through the relay logic
to actually stroking the minimum flow valve. The flow instrumer.t loop was checked from the current input to
the trip unit through the relay logic overlapping with the previous test. Nothing was found which could have
c:used improper valve operation. These two steps demonstrated that the control panel instmmentation, relay
logic, and minimum flow valve were working correctly.

Since computer records reviewed aller the event indicated higher flow than expected during portions of the
event, the sensing lines from the llPCS pipe to the flow transmitter were checked for air at the in-line high point
vent. Air was found and vented. The transmitter was also vented and no air was found at the transmitter itself,
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Root Cause(s) |

Based on the initial investigation the most likely root cause for the initial minimum flow valve failure is ,

believed to be air in the flow transmitter sensing lines. No other abnormal conditions were discovered. Air was
verified to be present at the flow transmitter lines' high point vents. The final root cause and corrective actions
for this event will be provided in a supplement to this report.

Previous occurrences
i

A review of the past five years oflicensee event reports and site condition reports indicated no problems where
the llPCS minimum flow valve failed to open.

Ccmpleted Corrective Actions

1 Wenance and System Engineering personnel conducted troubleshooting to determine the cause of theo

nunimum flow valve failure.
The sensing lines from the llPCS pipe to the flow transmitter were vented at the high point vents to removeo

air indicated by troubleshooting.
The llPCS pump was run and no abnonnalities were noted.

' o

S:fety Significance

lhe llPCS minimum flow valve performed satisfactorily several times during the test prior to the event. Ifit
had been called upon prior to the event, it would have performed its intended safety function. The valve logie
would cause the valve to automatically close if the high flow signal still existed. Since the minimum flow valve
stayed open afler it was manually opened, the condition apparently cleared during the first manual opening
stroke. This indicates the minimum flow valve would not have remained shut long enough to damage the pump.

in n low flow high pressure condition.

The llPCS pump was not damaged during the relatively short time the minimum flow valve was closed. This is
based on discussions with the vendor, pump operation after the event, and observations ofindividuals in the
llPCS room while the pump was nmning aller the minimum flow valve was re-opened, in addition, a
subsequent ilPCS pump nm indicated no degradation of the pump occurred due to this event.

In addition, low pressure ECCS systems and the RCIC system were verified to be operable and capable of
perfomiing their safety ftmetion. Therefore, this event has minimal safety significance. >
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